AZURE CLOUD DISCOVERY
1-2 weeks workshop
For companies at the start of their Public Cloud adoption,
who require assistance in formulating a transformation
strategy or validating how best to achieve what may
already be established.
The process consists of a series of workshops to help a customer identify the strategy, objectives, technology,
target operating model and migration approach to realise a transformation to Public Cloud.

CAPSiDE will help the customer identify the relevant stakeholders to attend between 4 to 6 workshops (2 to 3

hours each). CAPSiDE uses a pre-defined workshop structure, shared with the customer at the start of the process
to ensure any pre-requisite information can be made available or captured during the process.
The workshops will include:
Business and strategy: analysis of the IT strategy, status, challenges, as well as mapping what customer
stakeholders will be impacted by or can influence the transformation to ensure governance, awareness and buy-in.
Technology: review the IT estate including; systems, infrastructure, applications, network, security, application
development tooling.
Service & Operations: review IT strategy and architecture principles, IT service management (ITSM) processes,
information security policies, application release processes and IT governance.
Migration: analysis of key personnel to execute the change, key dates with the customer business calendar,
dependencies (application and personnel), investigation of migration approaches.

Subject to requirements, additional workshops focused on contractual and commercial aspects may also be conducted.

The output will include:
Guidance during the workshop to help the customer teams focus on the important areas including identifying
risks and best practice.
High level plan including: a map of the CAPSiDE suggested approach for transformation.
Follow-up Q&A call

CAPSiDE recommends progressing from this to its Cloud Transformation Plan offer, which helps a customer document a plan to execute the Public Cloud transformation.

If you think you’d get benefit from a ‘Cloud Transformation Plan: 1-2
weeks workshop’, then please contact CAPSiDE.
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